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S M A R T E R H O M E D E S I G N E D TO M A K E YO U R L I F E S I M P L E R

—
Comfort
Always in control of your front door
Switching on the lights, turning on the heating, lowering the blinds or
controlling your front door – the functions of your Smart Home take over
many of your daily tasks. They allow you to do more with less.

Door communication
You are always in control of your front door, no
matter where you are, right from your smartphone.
Our ABB-Welcome door communication system
offers diverse and comfortable functions you can
use in combination with your home automation.

FUNC TIONS
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Digital assistants
Integrate Amazon Echo
or Sonos into your Smart
Home and you will benefit
from even more comfortable functions.

Blind control
Smart roller blinds in all
rooms care for the right
light conditions, and this
without you having to constantly operate the blinds.

Comfort scenes
Always the right atmosphere
– combining and calling up
light, temperature and position of the blinds according
to your requirements.

Heating and air-conditioning
Our Smart Home devices
allow you to easily heat or
cool your home, for a perfect
room temperature.

Light control
Adjust the lighting automatically to your mood or
the time of day.

Philips Hue LED lamps
Integrating Philips Hue LED
lamps into our home automation system allows you
to give rooms an individual
lighting mood.

—
From the simple control of
lights and up to the perfect
cinema evening.
Your advantages
• Simple setting of light and comfort scenes
• Easy operation
• Integration of Philips Hue, Sonos and
Amazon Echo
• Central or remote control
• Heating according to requirements:
depending on the time of day and individually
for each room
• Optional time control of blinds
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S M A R T E R H O M E D E S I G N E D TO M A K E YO U R L I F E S I M P L E R

—
Energy
The easiest way to switch off
When intelligently networked, the energy potential is fully utilized: Our
Smart Home systems adapt the heating, lighting and blind control individually to your daily living habits and activate them only when required.

Easy remote control
Always in the know about what is happening at
home. Via app you can check at any time whether
all the windows are closed or if someone has forgotten to switch off the lights. This makes it possible to maintain control - even while on holiday.

FUNC TIONS

Solar
Efficient use of selfproduced solar energy by
means of intelligent storage
solutions for photovoltaic
systems.
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Blind control
Automatically operated roller blinds protect
against cold in the winter,
while in the summer the
temperature remains
pleasantly cool.

Heating and air-conditioning
Efficient regulation of the
room temperature by means
of control that is practical
and independent of the
time of day.

Intelligent saving and controlling of energy
The REACT energy storage system from ABB makes possible
the efficient use of stored solar energy for apartment buildings. REACT is available as 3.6 kW or 4.6 kW single-phase
inverter with a lithium ion battery that is already installed in
the housing and has a capacity of up to 12 kWh. This makes it
possible to store the surplus energy that is generated by the
photovoltaic system during peak times for later use. This, for
example, makes the stored energy additionally usable during
periods when there is a higher demand for energy.

—
To prevent the additional costs
from becoming a nasty surprise.

Your advantages
• Optimized energy efficiency due to improved
insulation by means of roller blinds that have
been moved down
• Smart heating in Eco operation
• Automatic deactivation of the heating when
a window is open
• Local operation or remote controlled via app
for smartphone and tablet
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S M A R T E R H O M E D E S I G N E D TO M A K E YO U R L I F E S I M P L E R

—
Safety
Stay relaxed whatever the weather
Are all windows closed and have all lights been switched off? Our
Smart Home systems let you keep an eye on your home at all times
and reassure you on the move that everything is in top order at home.

Weather station
The weather station records climate data and sends
them to your home automation system. As soon as
wind starts, the blinds move up automatically. As
soon as the sun shines, the blinds move down and
protect your rooms against direct sunlight.

FUNC TIONS
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Door communication
With ABB-Welcome you are
always in control of your
front door, no matter where
you are, right from your
smartphone.

Overvoltage protection
Our surge arrester protects
your electronic devices and
data against overheating.
This keeps you relaxed
during thunderstorms.

Presence simulation
Simulate your presence and
leave your home feeling at
ease. You can easily create
scenarios that make your
home look alive.

Panic switch
With just a fingertip on the
panic switch your house
and garden is bathed in a
dazzling bright light. An easy
way to ward off uninvited
guests.

Movement detector
Our detection systems with
automatic lighting for the
internal and external areas
make your house and property safer.

Window monitoring
The window sensors monitor
the current position of the
window handle and inform
you directly if there is a
change. A very smart way to
protect your home against
burglars.

—
Installing intelligent movement
detectors is like giving your
home its own eyes and ears.
Your advantages
• Fast activation of emergency lighting
• Storm, rain and wind protection which responds
to the weather
• Reliable protection from awnings and blinds
against the influence of weather
• A variety of control options
• Call-up of weather data on the smartphone,
tablet and display
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S M A R T E R H O M E D E S I G N E D TO M A K E YO U R L I F E S I M P L E R

—
Simple control
from a single source

Via voice control
“Switch on the ceiling lamp in the living room”.
The system answers: “Okay. The ceiling light has
been switched on.” With the assistance of the intelligent voice control you can control the functions in your house via voice commands. Especially practical when you don't want to get up at
the moment.

Via Smart Home panel
The panel is configured with your personal settings and controls all functions in your living area
from a central location on the wall. The touch
screen is easy and comfortable to operate by
swiping or tapping.

CONTROL

Via Smart Home switch
The classical operating mode to control your
Smart Home is the switch. The modern design of
our switches valorises every wall and the switches
impress with their pleasant haptics and the
hard-wearing user interface. They are available in
different designs.
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Via Cloud
With the aid of the app you gain access to your
Smart Home from anywhere. Simply log in to the
myBuildings portal, and then most functions can
be checked and controlled with the smartphone
or tablet via Cloud while travelling.
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S M A R T E R H O M E D E S I G N E D TO M A K E YO U R L I F E S I M P L E R

—
Our systems
Smarter design of living space
Whether you are moving to a new place, built a new house or undergoing
a home renovation. We offer different systems that will help you to make
your home more comfortable, valuable and smarter.

DIVERSIT Y

ABB-free@home®
ABB-free@home® is tailored especially to the
requirements of smarter residential buildings
and is ideally suited both for new buildings and
renovation projects. Blinds, lights, heating,
air-conditioning or door communication are
easy to control and can be regulated to your
personal requirements. The functions can be
applied both indi vidually and in combination
with others. This means that you can determine
the type and the number of functions you wish
to control intelligently in the future. You also
have the option of retrofitting desired functions
at a later point in time.
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ABB i-bus® KNX
ABB i-bus® KNX is suitable especially as a solution for new construction in which a high-performance, future-proof and extensible system can
be installed. As a global standard, ABB i-bus®
KNX is especially flexible: The system offers a
constantly growing diversity of modules and can
therefore be extended without limits. All functions can also be adapted at a later point in time.
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—
The entire diversity of
products to make your
life easier and safer

ABB-Welcome
While our ABB-Welcome door communication
system is available as an individual solution, it
can, however, also be flexibly combined with
ABB-free@home® or ABB i-bus® KNX. The
diverse indoor and outdoor solutions provide
more safety and comfort around the door of
your house.
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S M A R T E R H O M E D E S I G N E D TO M A K E YO U R L I F E S I M P L E R

—
Smarter Home
Advantages
—
More than a Smart Home.
We offer you a complete
solution that fulfils all wishes.
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S M A R T E R H O M E D E S I G N E D TO M A K E YO U R L I F E S I M P L E R

—
Light switches and socket outlets
A piece of design in your interior
Discover the wide range of designs, colours, finishes and functions
and find the best solutions with innovative technology. Let modern light
switches highlight the individual design of your living space.

—
VDE Standard

—
01

—
02

—
03

—
04

—
05

—
06

—
07

—
08

—
09

—
10

—
11

—
12

A D VA N TA G E S
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—
British Standard

—
13

—
14

—
15

—
17

—
18

—
19

—
01 carat®
—
02 Busch-dynasty®
—
03 pure stainless steel
—
04 solo®
—
05 Busch-axcent®
—
06 future® linear

—
07 basic55®
—
08 Sky Niessen
—
09 Skymoon
—
10 Zenit
—
11 Impressivo
—
12 Swing®L

—
13 Millenium
—
14 Concept bs
—
15 Kalo
—
16 Uni-art
—
17 Mylos®
—
18 Zenit
—
19 Unno

—
16

—
IT standard

Additional information
For design range availability on the local
market contact your local sales team.

A D VA N TA G E S
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—
Powerful brands for
perfect networking
To make the life and networking in your Smart Home even
more comfortable, the ABB smarter home solutions can interact
with components of different manufacturers.

—
Smarter Home
Developer Program
To enable customers to choose from an even
greater variety of products in the future, ABB has
created the “Smarter Home Developer Program”
for developers. The program combines ABBʼs core
offering with solutions from external partners.
This enables planners and electricians to equip
smart residential buildings with a diverse range
of components from different manufacturers and
to operate them centrally using ABB products.
ABB offers three different interfaces for networking: Application programming (API), the Connectivity Hub and the software platform mozaiq.
• Easy and quick integration of your products
and services with the ABB product- and
service-portfolio
• Marketing visibility
• Access to households with integrated smart
home solutions
• Possibilities to discuss joint offerings
together with ABB
• Global reach using the smart home portfolio
of the two brands Busch-Jaeger and ABB
new.abb.com/buildings/developer-program

—
The mozaiq software platform
links end devices with each other.
This enables interoperability
between cloud-based devices and
services - independent of vendors.

